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Quick info

Details Item type: For sale
Posted on : 04/20/2024

Description 2023 Coachmen Encore 375RB, Coachmen RV Encore Class A gas motorhome
375RB?highlights: Bunk/Office/Wardrobe Full and Half Bath 86" Sofa Power Drop-
Down Bunk Electric Fireplace Exterior 40" LED TV ? There are an abundance of
amazing features on this Encore Class A gas motorhome! Because this coach has
both a full and half bathroom, the full bathroom can be secluded back within the
master suite for your convenience while the half bathroom can be out in the main
living area accessible to all guests. The full-wall slide benefits the entire coach
because it provides extra space all throughout, and the kitchen is absolutely
accommodating with its farm sink , residential refrigerator, and a? flip-up
countertop . You will find the 86" sofa and 42" x 72" dinette to be extra cozy when
you switch on the fireplace before you sit back and relax, and if the weather is
nice at night, you can head outside for a movie under the stars with the exterior
LED TV. ? Each Encore Class A gas motorhome by Coachmen RV offers the power
you have been looking for, the comforts of home, and the style others will talk
about!? Built on a Ford F53 chassis with 350HP engine and includes a front cap
with Diamond Shield to protect the paint from road debris, lots of storage
including in the pass-through full basement for those oversized items without
compromising any interior space, two 15,000 BTU air conditioners, and the
Coach-Pap station allowing you to store your CPAP machine and other
electronics in the cabinet above the bed. And the interior is bright and inviting, and
offers stainless steel appliances, a stainless steel farm sink, a solarium skylight
with accent lighting and a shade, plus premium linoleum throughout and much
much more depending on the Encore you choose!? ?
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Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: 12363
VIN Number: 35182-12363
Condition: New
Length: 38
Slideouts: 2

Item address , Woodland, Washington, United States
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